Abstract

This document presents the results of analyzing packet forwarding methods and path selection patterns for achieving Service Chaining. In Service Chaining, data packets need to be forwarded to the appropriate service functions deployed in networks based on service provided for the packets, and distribution of the service-oriented route information and steering data packets following the route information would be required.
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1. Introduction

Some IETF working groups of and other Standards Developing Organizations are now discussing use cases of a technology that provides service-oriented traffic forwarding schemes to convey packets to the various service functions, deployed in networks, for providing network services. In this document, we define such technology as Service Chaining. (This draft does not focus only on "Service Function Chaining (SFC)" architecture, and thus, use the term "Service Chaining." SFC is one of approaches to realize Service Chaining.) There are several methods to achieve Service Chaining, and the applicable method will vary depending on the service requirements of individual networks.

This draft assumes that Service Chaining is achieved by the following steps:

a. A traffic classification function identifies the service that is associated to each incoming packets by inspecting the key information such as IP address or 5-tuple.

b. The forwarding path used by packets for reaching the appropriate service functions, is established according to the services provided for the packets. The path might be established in advance.

c. Forwarding functions forward the packets to the next destination along the path established in step b.

d. A service function operates on received packets. Once the invocation of a service function is completed, the packet is forwarded to the next forwarding function.

e. Steps c and d are repeated until each packet has been transferred to all required service functions.

f. After a packet has been transferred to all required Service Functions, it is forwarded to its original destination.

There are several forwarding methods for Service Chaining, and they can be classified into certain categories in terms of distribution of information for setting the paths and decision of the paths. The methods used to distribute the information for path setting and the
patterns used to decide the paths will affect the mechanism of Service Chaining in terms of scalability and service flexibility.

The applicable methods vary depending on network requirements, and thus, classifying and determining forwarding methods will be important in designing the architecture of Service Function Chaining (SFC). This document provides the results of analysis of different forwarding methods for Service Chaining.

OAM, security, and redundancy are outside the scope of this draft.

2. Definition of Terms

Term "Classification", "Classifier" referred to [RFC7665]. Term "Service Function", "Service Node" referred to [I-D.ietf-sfc-dc-use-cases].

Service Chaining: A technology that enables data packets to invoke a set of service functions.

Classification: Locally instantiated matching of traffic flows against policy for subsequent application of the required set of network service functions. The policy may be customer/network/service specific.

Classifier (CF): An element that performs classification.

Service Function (SF): A function that is responsible for specific treatment of received packets. A Service Function can act at various layers of a protocol stack (e.g. at the network layer or other OSI layers). A Service Function can be a virtual element or be embedded in a physical network element. One of multiple Service Functions can be embedded in the same network element. Multiple occurrences of the Service Function can be enabled in the same administrative domain.

One or more Service Functions can be involved in the delivery of added-value services. A non-exhaustive list of Service Functions includes: firewalls, WAN and application acceleration, Deep Packet Inspection (DPI), LI (Lawful Intercept) module, server load balancers, NAT44 [RFC3022], NAT64 [RFC6146], NPTv6 [RFC6296], HOST_ID injection, HTTP Header Enrichment functions, TCP optimizer, etc.

Forwarder (FWD): The entity, responsible for forwarding data packets according to the ordered set of service functions that need to be invoked. A forwarder maintains one or more forwarding tables,
which contain entries that asset the forwarder in its forwarding
decision-making process.

Control Entity (CE): One or a set of control entities responsible
for managing service topology and indicating forwarding
configurations to forwarders.

Service Chain (SC): A service chain defines an ordered list of
service functions that must be applied to packets selected as a
result of classification. The implied order may not be a linear
progression as the architecture allows for nodes that copy to more
than one branch.

Service Path (SP): The forwarding path followed by packets that are
associated to a given service chain. Packets follow a service
path through the requisite service functions that need to be
invoked, as per the service chain instructions. Service path
shows a specific path that traverses several service function
instances. For example, SC is written as SF#1 -> SF#2 -> SF#3
(This shows an ordered list of SFs), and SP is written as
SF#1_1(1_1 means instance 1 of SF1) -> SF#2_1 -> SF#3_1.

Segmented Service Path: A Segmented Service Path is an actual path
established between FWDs. A service path might be composed of
some segmented service paths.

Service Chaining Domain (SC Domain): The domain managed by one or a
set of CEs.

Service Path Information (SP Information): The information used to
forward packets to the appropriate SFs according to the service
that needs to be provided. Examples of SP information include
routing configuration for forwarders, headers for forwarding
packets to required SFs, and service/flow identifiable tags.

3. Classification of Forwarding Methods and SP Selection Patterns

3.1. Forwarding Methods

In Service Chaining, data packets are transferred to service
functions, which might be located outside the regular computed path
to the original destination. Therefore, a routing mechanism that is
different from general L2/L3 switching/forwarding might be required.
The forwarding mechanism can be classified into three methods in
terms of distribution of SP information and packet forwarding.
3.1.1. Method 1: Forwarding Based on Flow Identifiable Information

The mechanism of method 1 is shown in Figure 1. In this method, forwarding configuration information is based on flow identifiable information, such as 5-tuple (e.g. dst IP, src IP, dst port, src port, tcp) are indicated to the CF and each FWD. There might be an CE to handle this. The flow identifiable information can be constructed with some fields of L2, L3 or L4 or combination thereof. The information can be configured either before packets arrive, or at the time packets arrive at CF and FWD. Each FWD identifies the packets with flow identifiable information and forwards the packets to the SFs according to the configuration. This method does not require the modification of any field in the original packet header.
3.1.2. Method 2: Forwarding with Stacked Headers

The mechanism of method 2 is shown in Figure 2. In this method, the CF classifies packets and stacks headers in which actual network address is included, e.g., MPLS, GRE headers or IPv6 Segment Routes, onto the packets based on the classification. The packet is transferred to the destination according to the outermost header, and a SF or FWD, as the destination, removes the outermost header after receiving the packet. The processes are repeated until all stacked
headers are removed. This method does not require any forwarding entries for forwarding packets based on the service information.

*Distribution model of SP information*

```
+----------------+
| Control Entity |
+----------------+

^
| indication of
v
stacking headers

--------->| CF | ------->| SF#1 | ------->| SF#2 | ------->| SF#3 | ------->

```

*Forwarding Tables*

Locate: [CF]

Table: 192.168.1.1 __/__/__/__/__/__/__/__/__/__/__/

-Stack #1,2,3 __/ Packets are forwarded to SFs by __/

10.0.1.1 __/ the outermost header. __/

-Stack #1,3 __/__/__/__/__/__/__/__/__/__/__/

...

*Condition of Packet*

Locate: [CF] [SF#1] [SF#2] [SF#3]

Header: 

```
           | To SF#1 |
---------+        +--------+
| To SF#2 |        +--------+
| To SF#2 |        +--------+
---------+        +--------+

:        :        :

```

Packet: 

```
PDU       PDU       PDU       PDU

```

Figure 2: Forwarding with Stacked Multiple Headers
3.1.3. Method 3: Forwarding Based on Service Chain Identifiers

The mechanism of this method is shown in Figure 3. In this method, the corresponding service chain identifier is mapped to each packet by a CF based on the classification. The forwarding configuration based on the identifiers is sent to each FWD. Each FWD identifies the SP assigned to the received packet from the identifier, and forwards the packet to the next hop. After a packet has traversed all SFs, the identifier is removed and the packet is transported to the original destination.
Then, there are mainly three approaches to map service chain identifiers to packets as follows.

- Tagging an extra header:

   In this approach, an extra header which has a service chain identifier is attached on each packet. This document defines such headers as service identifiable tags. Some existing tags, such as
VLAN-tag or MPLS-tag, or dedicated headers, such as NSH, could be used as service identifiable tags. As an example, SFC[RFC7665] is categorized into this approach. An example of packet format in tagging approach with NSH is shown in Figure 4. In this example, a service chain identifier is included in NSH.

```
+----------+-------+--------+-------------˜˜--+
|   NSH    | Ether | IPv6   |IPv6 Payload     |
| \SC-ID   | Header| Header |                 |
+----------+-------+--------+-------------˜˜--+
|---      Ethernet Packet       ---|
```

Figure 4: Packet Format in Tagging Approach

o Inserting into an optional field:

In this approach, a service chain identifier is inserted into an optional field inside a packet frame, such as IPv6 extension header. An example of an IPv6 packet with a service chain identifier inserted as an extension header is shown in Figure 5.

```
+-------+--------+----------+-------------˜˜--+
| Ether |IPv6    |IP Opt.Fld|IPv6 Payload     |
| Header|Base Hdr| \SC-ID   |                 |
+-------+--------+----------+-------------˜˜--+
|--  IPv6 Header  --|
|---         Ethernet Packet               ---|
```

Figure 5: Packet Format in Inserting Approach

o Overloading on a destination or source address:

In this approach, service chain identifier is overloaded on a destination or a source address such as MAC or IP address. In other words, the addresses are used for both showing the destination or source in network and identifying service chain which each packet belongs to. An address is required for each hop in a service chain, and FWDs switch the address to new one for the next hop by referring the address of the received packet. An
example of using destination address overloading is shown in Figure 6. In this example, SFs are used as L2 transparent mode, and service chain identifiers are overloaded on destination MAC addresses. FWD2 refers the destination MAC address which shows the address for Port B, and changes it to the address for Port D for sending the packet to the next hop in the service chain. When using non-transparent SFs in the overloading approach, the identifier is carried from the FWD to the SF in the source address (SA) and is carried from the SF to the FWD in the destination address (DA). More detailed processes of the overloading approach using MAC addresses is described in Ethernet MAC Chaining [I-D.fedyk-sfc-mac-chain].

*Network Structure*

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Port A</th>
<th>Port B</th>
<th>Port C</th>
<th>Port D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.-------</td>
<td>.-------</td>
<td>.-------</td>
<td>.-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/</td>
<td>\</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>\</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWD1</td>
<td>SF1</td>
<td>FWD2</td>
<td>SF2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\ _____</td>
<td>^</td>
<td>\ _____</td>
<td>^</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>. . .</td>
<td>. . .</td>
<td>. . .</td>
<td>. . .</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet Frame</td>
<td></td>
<td>Packet Frame</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+--------+-------˜-+</td>
<td>+--------+-------˜-+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC-DA:B</td>
<td>Payload</td>
<td>MAC-DA:D</td>
<td>Payload</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
+--------+-------˜-+ | +--------+-------˜-+ |
```

Figure 6: Overview of DA Overloading Approach

3.2. Service Path Selection Patterns

Since SC contains only logical information (e.g., a set of services that are associated with flows and their sequences), the actual instances, which are called SPs, are needed in order for the forwarding process to work. In this process, an instance of SP is created at certain points during a packet’s delivery. Therefore, to forward packets, the SC needs to be turned into an SP, which indicates specific FWDs (or switches, routers) and SFs that the
packets will be forwarded to. From the perspective of points translating SC to SP, the methods that establish SPs from end-to-end are classified into two patterns.

3.2.1. Pattern 1: Static Selection of End-to-End Service Path

The translation point is a CF; that is, the SP is statically pre-established as an end-to-end path and a CF forwards packets along the appropriate path based on the result of the classification. Each FWD on the SP has a forwarding table to uniquely determine the next destination of packets, and each FWD statically forwards the received packets toward the next destination based on the table. FWD requires only a function to receive indications of forwarding configurations from the CE. Pattern 1 can be achieved in the following models.

3.2.1.1. SF Dedicated Model: Network Slicing Model

In this model, an SF instance (or a set of SF instances) is used by only one single SP; in other words, a set of SF instances is prepared for each SP. This model also enables operators to establish SPs without any FWDs by slicing network physically or virtually and deploying a set of SFs required for service providing in each sliced network. A CF assigns packets to the network in which the appropriate SF set is installed inline, and the packets traverse the SFs by being forwarded along the pre-configured route. The overview of network slicing model is shown in Figure 7.
*Path Structure*

```
+----+     *      +------+     +------+     +------+   *
|    |SC#1 *      | SF#1 |     | SF#2 |     | SF#3 | SP#1
*network#1
|    |=======================================================>
|    |     *      +------+     +------+     +------+   *
|    |     * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
|    |     * network#2
|    |     +------>
|    |     SF#4 |     | SF#5 | SP#2
*network#2
|    |=======================================================>
|    |     CF   |      +------+                  +------+   *
|    |     * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
|    |     * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
|    |     * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
SC#2 *     *      +------+                  +------+   *
|    |SF#6 |     | SF#7 |     | SF#8 | SP#n
*network#n
|    |=======================================================>
|    |     *       +------>
|    |     SF#10 |     | SF#11 |     | SF#12 | SP#n
*network#n
|    |=======================================================>
```

SC: Service Chain  SP: Service Path

*How packets traverse*

Service Chain#1:
SP#1
[ CF ]----------->[ SF#1 ]----->[ SF#2 ]----->[ SF#3 ]------->

Service Chain#2:
SP#2
[ CF ]----------->[ SF#4 ]------------------>[ SF#5 ]------->

Service Chain#n:
SP#n
[ CF ]----------->[ SF#6 ]----->[ SF#7 ]----->[ SF#8 ]------->

Figure 7: SF Dedicated Model
3.2.1.2. SF Shared Model

In this model, an SF is shared by multiple SPs. Several SPs are mixed at shared SFs, and thus this method requires FWDs for forwarding each packet to the corresponding next hop by identifying the SP which each packet belongs to. The overview of the SF shared model is shown Figure 8.

*Path Structure*

```
+----+     +---+   +----+   +---+   +------+   +---+   +----+
|    |SC#1 |FWD|   |SF#1|   |FWD|   |SF#2_1|   |FWD|   |SF#3| SP#1
|    |------------------------------------------------------------->
| SC#2 | | | | | | | | +-----+ | | | # |SF#2_2| # | | +-----+
| | | | | # # # # | | | | # # # # | | +-----+
| | +-----+ | | | | | | | | | +-----+
| SC#n |FWD|   |SF#4|   |FWD|   |SF#5| SP#n
|------------------------------------------------------------->
+-----+   +----+                      +---+   +----+
```

SC: Service Chain  SP: Service Path

--- Figure 8: SF Shared Model ---
3.2.2. Pattern 2: Dynamic Selection of Segmented Service Path

The mechanism of this pattern is shown in Figure 9. The translation points are CFs and some FWDs. The SP is established by a series of multiple paths, which are sectioned by CFs and FWDs. The resulting path is referred to as a segmented path in this draft. CFs or FWDs that select the next segmented path might require notification of forwarding configuration information from the CE. Moreover, some FWDs require functions to select the destination of packets from various alternatives and to retrieve the information for selecting the next path. For example, each FWD obtains metric information or load conditions of servers and selects an optimal segmented path based on the information. The CE might support the selection mechanism and may notify CFs or FWDs of it.
*Path Structure*

```
+----+     +---+   +----+   +---+   +------+   +---+   +----+
|    |SC#1 |FWD|   |SF#1|   |FWD|   |SF#2_1|   |FWD|   |SF#3| SP#1
|    |========================*=====================================>
|    |     |   |   |    |   | # |   +------+   |   |   |    | SP#2
|    |     |   |   |    |   | # |   +------+ #======================>
|    |     |   |            | #==============# |   |
|    |     |   |            | #==============# |   |
-> | CF |     +---+            +---+   +------+   +---+
. .
. .
. .
|    |SC#n |FWD|   |SF#4|                      |FWD|   |SF#5| SP#1
|    |==============================================================>
+----+     +---+   +----+                      +---+   +----+
SC:Service Chain  SP:Service Path

*How packets traverse*

Service Chain#1:
SP#1
[ CF ]----->[FWD]-->[SF#1]-->[FWD]-->[SF#2_1]-->[FWD]-->[SF#3]---->

SP#2
[ CF ]----->[FWD]-->[SF#1]-->[FWD]-->[SF#2_2]-->[FWD]-->[SF#3]---->

Service Chain#n:
SP#m
[ CF ]----->[FWD]-->[SF#4]------------------------->[FWD]-->[SF#5]---->

Figure 9: Dynamic Selection of Segmented Service Path

In addition, this pattern supports the establishment of hierarchical domains discussed below:

3.2.2.1. Hierarchical Service Path Domains

Complex problems often become manageable with a hierarchical approach. This pattern allows network-wide orchestration of Service Chaining to be relatively simple, while hiding the complexities of fine-grained policy-based path selection within sub-domains. Each
sub-domain can be independently administered and orchestrated. This architecture is described in [I-D.dolson-sfc-hierarchical].

Figure 10 shows two levels of hierarchy in a service provider’s network. At the top level in the hierarchy, Service Chaining components are:

1. Edge-classifiers (Edge CF) that reside near the edge of a service provider’s domain.

2. SF sub-domains that reside in data centers.

3. Internal Boundary Nodes (IBNs) that reside in data centers, linking together the levels of the hierarchy. To the higher level, sub-domains are viewed as a SF. To the lower level, this is a classifier and FWD.
*How packets traverse*

Figure 10: Service Chain Hierarchy in Service Provider Networks

The components within an SF sub-domain are opaque at the top level; each IBN acts as a single SF node in the top-level domain. A service path in the top-level domain may visit multiple sub-domains.

At the lower level in the hierarchy, each sub-domain contains an independently administrated Service Chaining network, generally comprised of multiple instances of multiple types of hosts, most likely (but not necessarily) within the same data center. There is no need for knowledge of the "big picture" at the level of the SF-sub-domain except as required to forward packets to the other SFs that are the next hop of each chain.

Note that different encapsulation methods can be used at each layer in the hierarchy, provided the SF domain-Proxy can translate between them. For example, MPLS could be used to deliver packets from
network edge to the SF clusters within data centers, and NSH [I-D.ietf-sfc-nsh] could be used within the data center.

Details of Top Level of Hierarchy

In this pattern, referring to Figure 11, network-wide Service Chaining orchestration is only concerned with creating service paths from network edge points to sub-domains within data centers and configuring classifiers at a coarse level to get the correct hosts’ traffic onto paths that will arrive at appropriate sub-domains. The figure shows one possible service chain passing from edge, through two sub-domains, to network egress.

This top level of orchestration may attach metadata to provide context from the network edge into the data center.

---

![Network-wide view of Top Level of Hierarchy](image)

---

The orchestration at this top level must ensure bidirectional path symmetry so that inbound packets traverse sub-domains in the reverse order as outbound packets.

Because classifiers must have rules to handle any traffic passing through the network, we believe that a useful approach to classification will be to assign traffic to service function paths on the basis of coarse classification like subscriber tier, tenant or...
VRF identifier. These classification rules could be relatively static, changing in response to provisioning but not in response to traffic.

In some networks, it might be possible to create a rule per residential subscriber, resulting in rule updates when subscribers are assigned IP addresses. However, with judicious allocation of IP blocks, entire classes of subscribers could be classified with IP-prefix rules. Similarly, in a mobile network path selection could be based on the APN (Access Point Name) identifier.

Hence, there are methods of globally managing very large networks by choosing a suitable classification granularity.

Details of Lower Levels of Hierarchy

Within each SF sub-domain, there are:

1. An IBN to receive incoming data packets on any of the configured service chains and load-balance (if necessary) traffic to classifiers,

2. Classifier(s) to select internal service chain to use, potentially based on stateful flow analysis, DPI, etc.

3. Service components comprised of FWD and SF.

Local Service Chaining orchestration is concerned with providing viable paths to various functions, providing failure recovery, NFV elasticity, etc.

Classification within each sub-domain can be concerned with determining the local service paths for individual transport-layer flows based on ports, DPI and meta-data provided by the higher-level chain.

For any classifier that is transport-layer-stateful, it is most efficient for the same classifier instance to handle traffic in both directions of a bidirectional connection. State tracking may require that service function paths begin and terminates at the same node with the flow state, where the same classifier instance can be used for both directions of traffic.

4. Consideration on Forwarding Methods and Paths Selection Patterns

This chapter presents the results of analyzing the forwarding methods and architecture patterns in chapter 3.
4.1. Analysis of Forwarding Methods

4.1.1. Analysis of Method 1: Using Flow Identifiable Information

Data Plane Aspects

This method can achieve Service Chaining without changing packet format, such as attaching any header on packets, so it may not imply any overhead or be subject to MTU restrictions. Furthermore, this method does not require additional functions for SFs to apply or handle any header because data packets are transported unaltered. Therefore, it will be easier to use legacy SFs for network operators.

On the other hand, it is difficult to forward a packet to same FWDs several times because flow identifiable information is not basically changed in the forwarding processes. For example, distinction of incoming ports will be required for FWD to resolve the next hop appropriately when a packet traverses it several times.

Control Plane Aspects

This method might be achieved by using existing control mechanisms. For example, openflow, which is able to provide flexible forwarding control, would be available for creating SPs.

However, this method might require FWDs to configure forwarding entries for each flow to each FWD. For example, if there are 10,000 flows to be handled at a CF/FWD, the forwarding table for each CF/FWD uses 10,000 flow entries at most. Therefore, it might not be feasible for large-scale networks such as carrier networks that handle a SC per user (which means that individual users will be associated with different policies), because some large carriers have over a million users and even more flows. In addition, control signaling would increase because forwarding configuration for each flow to each FWD is required. Moreover, it may be hard to use this method if some SFs modify header fields of a packet or frame, for example, NAT/NAPT, in a chain. For example, if a NAT changes the IP address of packets dynamically, the FWDs that follow need to renew their forwarding tables. This method also have restriction about forwarding based on high-layer information, such as application information in packet payload. The process of detecting high-layer information is usually heavy compared with L2 or L3 forwarding process, and most existing forwarding functions have capability to refer only under L4 headers. Therefore, it will be difficult to use this method to forward packets along SPs decided by detecting high-layer
information since individual L2-4 packet headers may not retain enough information. An example of this type of problem is a video streaming imbedded within a web page. The identifiable information at the L2-4 level does not allow differentiation between the video stream and the rest of the frame, and thus the all traffic on the web page is forwarded following the same SC.

The results of the above analysis suggest that, although this method is beneficial in terms of impact to existing network, it would not be scalable. Therefore, this method might be suitable for networks with a limited number of flows.

Measurements taken in multiple residential service providers’ networks indicate that for each 1Gbps of traffic the sustained rate of new flows can range from 1,000 flows/s to 30,000 flows/s. From this, for example, there would be between 10,000 and 300,000 new flows/s on a 10 Gbps link. Therefore, in some networks at some times of day, this method using 5-tuple as flow identifiable information would require sustaining up to 300,000 table updates per second for each FWD. This incurs a significant amount of control traffic and computational effort.

4.1.2. Analysis of Method 2: Stacking Headers

Data Plane Aspects

In this method, SP information is attached on each packet as headers for forwarding, and the number of the headers increases depending on the number of SFs which the packet will traverse. This means that the size of each packet increases. Packet sizes may be restricted by the minimum available MTU of any link in the network and exceeding the MTU will require to fragment the original packets. Fragmentation adds a new source of errors and may require forwarding processes to be more complex. For example, the whole original packet will be discarded even if one of fragments of the packet gets lost, or in terms of SF equipment, it would be very wasteful of CPU if fragmented packets need to be reassembled at every SF resources, and some equipment has restricted resources and memory for reassembly. Fragmentation will also cause an increase in traffic as more packets have to be processed by the network.

Moreover, this method requires SF to be applied to the headers because they receive packets with optional headers. Therefore SFs will be required to be able to recognize the headers, or proxy functions, which remove the headers before inserting packets into SFs and re-attach the appropriate headers on the returned packet, will be required. In addition, when a SF is used by multiple SCs,
it will be challenging for SFs to process packets because header length attached on each packet may vary and SFs are required to have a mechanism to recognize the header length for each packet.

Control Plane Aspects

In this method, none of the FWDs require any specific forwarding tables for Service Chaining or interface to receive forwarding configuration information. In short, FWDs are stateless or eliminated at hops, and this method has advantages of high scale in SPs managements and lower latency. In addition, no CEs will be required to manage the forwarding configuration of FWDs for Service Chaining, and so the control mechanism might become simple compared with other methods.

On the other hand, some relay nodes such as switches or SFs are required to have a function to remove the outermost header from the received packets. FWDs also don’t have to identify flows or services, so cannot change the following SPs. Moreover, CF must grasp all of addresses of relay nodes which packets will traverse, and it will require any CE to manage addresses of relay nodes and a link between CF and the CE. There are already several existing technologies that can be used to achieve this method, such as segment routing.

The results of the above analysis indicate that this method would be appropriate when the number of SFs in a SC is small, and most SFs are deployed in a single domain. On the other hand, it may be unsuitable in cases where there are many SFs in a chain, or packets have to traverse multiple domains.

4.1.3. Analysis of Method 3: Using Service Chain Identifier

Data Plane Aspects

The common features of this method and the individual features of each approach to map service chain identifiers in terms of data plane aspects are described below.

- Common features of method 3

  In this method, a service chain identifier, defined for each SC, is mapped into each packet. FWDs recognize the next hops of received packets from the identifiers independent of any information of original packets. Therefore, SFs which modify original packet format can also be used. In addition, it is
easy to change the following SPs on a route by renewing the identifier.

On the other hand, attachment of an identifier might expand packet size, and it would cause an increase of traffic amount or problems which happens as a result of exceeding MTU (The problems are stated in Section 4.1.2.). However, by adopting a single fixed-length identifier, the problems might be prevented. Or, when overloading the identifier on an existing field, such as MAC address, packet size is not changed and such issues would not occur.

Moreover, forwarding along SPs is provided based on service chain identifiers, and so if there are network nodes which are unaware of the identifiers, such as routers without functions to forward packets based on the identifiers, in a SC domain, some tunnel would be required for passing packets over them.

- Tagging an extra header:

  In this approach, the identifiers are prepended to packets, and so a single mapping mechanism could be used independently of the formats of the target packets.

  Conversely, this approach requires SFs to parse the extra headers (Problems which happens as result of inserting packet with optional headers into SFs are stated in Section 4.1.2). In case that an existing header, which SFs can recognize, is used as a service identifiable tag, this problem might be restricted. For example, some SFs can recognize VLAN tags, and they would not need any improvement for the SFs if they are used as service identifiable tags. However, using an existing header might have some effects on the original uses.

- Inserting into an optional field:

  In this approach, service chain identifiers are inserted in some field of the original packets, and the packets seem normal formats from SFs. Therefore, any improvement for enabling SFs to handle the identifiers would not be required.

  Meanwhile, identifier insertion or packet forwarding mechanisms would vary depending on the formats of the original packets, because positions where identifiers are inserted are different for each packet format. For example, optional field positions of IPv4 and IPv6 headers are different. Furthermore, especially, the inserting approach, using IPv4 optional fields, might have some problems. For example, some server OS and
applications strip the IPv4 optional field due to security concerns. Therefore, it appears this is a difficult solution for IPv4 networks.

Also, in case that existing field is used for storing the identifier, amount of identifier information might be small compared with tagging an extra header approaches.

- Overloading on a destination or source address:

In this approach, a destination or source address is used for identifying service chain which the packet belongs to in addition to original usage, and so packets size increase caused by attaching additional headers does not occur. Also, any improvement for enabling SFs or any other network equipment to handle the identifiers would not be required, because the packets seem normal formats from them. In other words, this approach can coexist with legacy equipment.

Meanwhile, the addresses for Service Chaining are overwritten on the original address in this approach, and so an additional encapsulation would be required during the Service Chaining process when retaining the original address information. Therefore, for cases when L2 or L3 addresses are used for identifying subscribers, the overloading approach might require the MTU expansion for additional encapsulation. Moreover, when using L2 addresses as service chain identifier and sending packets to another L2 domain across a L3 domain, an extra means such as L3 tunnel is required.

Control Plane Aspects

The common features of this method and the individual features of the overloading approach in terms of control plane aspects are described below.

- Common features of method3

This method enables FWDs to save resources for managing forwarding tables and allows all SFs to be established in advance in most of cases. This prevents an increase of control signals such as openflow or Gx/Sd, and also enables changing the following SFs without changing forwarding configuration of FWDs.
On the other hand, this method requires a new control mechanism based on service chain identifiers, therefore, FWDs, CE and interface between them have to be updated to apply forwarding configuration based on the identifiers.

- Overloading on a destination or source address:

Overloading approach might be achieved without new control mechanisms or drastic remodeling of existing control entities. For example, MAC chaining can be established by using programmed standard openflow switches.

On the other hand, in the overloading approach, each SP is composed of a set of unique addresses, and thus FWDs are required to have addresses as many as service chains which pass through them.

The results of the above analysis indicate that this method has many advantages in terms of scalability, and it might be appropriate for use in large-scaled networks in which there are so many SFs and various types of flows. On the other hand, when the identifier handling mechanism is an entirely new architecture such as SFC[RFC7665], renewal or introduction of several equipment such as FWDs and CE will be required.

4.2. Analysis of Service Path Selection Patterns

4.2.1. Analysis of Pattern 1: Static SP Selection

In this pattern, the mechanism of FWDs would be simpler than the one in pattern 2 because FWDs do not require any functions to select paths or retrieve any information for next hop resolution purposes. Moreover, it is not necessary to maintain the state of each flow. Therefore, existing network virtualizing techniques, such as VxLAN or MPLS, can be used to achieve Service Chaining in this pattern. Especially, network slicing model does not require any special forwarding mechanisms.

On the other hand, this pattern has restriction in the management of SPs. When adding new SFs to a SC, removing SFs from a SP, or migrating SFs to other locations, re-establishment of SP would be required. This restriction in network slicing model would be more strict because this model need to establish a new network for adding a SP. For relaxing the restriction, it is desirable to use this pattern together with a means, such as load balancer, which enable to add the same kind SFs into a SP without changing the configuration of the SP. Or the restriction would be relaxed when network...
virtuarizing technique progresses significantly and network operators can install SFs more freely.

In addition, this pattern would also have restriction for use in wide area networks which include multiple domains. This pattern requires unified management of FWDs and SFs, in an SC domain, for setting end-to-end paths. Therefore, the management system of SPs, for example, a CE, for wide-area networks that include several segments might be massive and complex. Figure 12 shows the case in which SPs are established across multiple datacenters in pattern 1. In this case, a CE (or a set of CEs) manages multiple datacenters as a single SC domain for establishing SPs across the datacenters.

![Diagram of SP establishment across multiple DCs in Pattern 1](image)

Figure 12: Establishment of SPs across Multiples DCs in Pattern 1

4.2.2. Analysis of Pattern 2: Dynamic SP Selection

In this pattern, SPs are established with a combination of segmented paths, so it enables SPs to be established flexibly (which means, CEs do not need to constantly manage the entire end-to-end SP) based on additional information such as the SF load conditions.

Furthermore, as described in the previous section, in cases where some SPs traverse multiple datacenters across a WAN, SPs could be established with a combination of segmented paths that each datacenter determines independently based on the Service Chain information. Therefore, it might be possible to separate SC domains
into several small areas for WANs, which would enable a simpler configuration of each CE. Figure 13 shows the case in which SPs are established across multiple datacenters in pattern 2. In Figure 13, each CE manages a single datacenter independently, and the CEs synchronize the Service Chain information for establishing and determining the appropriate segmented SPs in each domain.

However, the (fault) monitoring of the whole SC can become more difficult, as multiple domains are part of the SC. On the other hand, each domain can perform its management as required (and this is probably better as it is more specific). This will require an overarching (fault) monitoring where information from multiple SC domains is collected and aggregated to get a full view of the end-to-end service of the SC.

Moreover, in this pattern, some FWDs may require additional mechanisms to select the next segmented path, and the FWDs must maintain the states of each flow because some SFs require a stateful process, and the FWDs need to insert packets into the same SF instances in the same session.

In case that SC information is conveyed to some components via data plane as any encapsulation, a new protocol such as SFC [RFC7665] will be required.
Synchronization of Service Chain info.

Figure 13: Establishment of SPs Across Multiples DCs in pattern 2

Also, the detailed analysis of the establishment of "Hierarchical Service Path domains" is shown in the following section.

4.2.2.1. Analysis of Hierarchical Service Path domains

The dynamic selection of SPs pattern allows multiple independent domains of administration. (In the example, two levels were shown, but the pattern could be extended to multiple levels.)

This pattern allows even the largest networks to implement SC from the edges of the network by using coarse-grained classification. Classification choices can be made that are feasible within the constraints of the edge classifiers and FWDs. There is no need to maintain flow state or react to traffic at the top level.

This pattern allows control of sub-domains to be delegated to different owners. Each domain is simpler to comprehend than would be the case by dealing with a single flat network. Furthermore, failures and errors are localized (See Figure 14.).
This hierarchical model supports the management of large networks by adhering to these principles:

1. At higher levels of hierarchy, packet classification is coarse, to minimize state and control-plane chatter.

2. At lower levels of hierarchy, packet classification can be more granular because classifiers in the lower levels deal with a subset of the entire network: fewer flows, lower bit-rate and a subset of network policy.

However, in this model, a new component that can proxy between the different domains, termed "Internal Boundary Node (IBN)," will be required. It has some commonality with the legacy SF proxy discussed in [I-D.song-sfc-legacy-sf-mapping].

This model also requires some coordination of path information within the IBN, since the IBN must map packets back and forth between domains. Solving this probably requires sharing metadata dictionaries among controllers and inventing a scheme that provides a level of indirection by naming path identifiers and metadata values.
4.3. Example of selecting Methods and Patterns

In this section, clarifications about the most suitable method and pattern are made for the following example networks based on the results of the above analysis.

4.3.1. Example#1: Enterprise Datacenter Network

The conditions of the target network are as follows:

Network type: Network with a single DC.

Intended service: For providing several network service to traffic of one or several business offices.

Variation of service: A group of adopting network service varies per office.

The number of SFs included in a service chain: Less than 5 (ref. section 3.2.1. Sample north-south service function chains in [I-D.ietf-sfc-dc-use-cases]).

Features of SFs: SFs are set statically, and SFs are exclusively used for each service.

On the basis of the conditions "network type" and "features of SFs", pattern 1 with SF dedicated model would be selected.

As the condition "variation of service" describes, such network requires few flow entries for each FWD, so method 1 would be applicable. Method 1 also does not require SFs to have any additional mechanism to apply any header, thus the impact of implementing this method would be less than other methods.

4.3.2. Example#2: Current Mobile Service Providers Network

The conditions of the target network are as follows:

Network type: Network with a single DC (e.g., (S)Gi-LAN (3GPP, [TS.23.203])).

Intended service: For providing network access service and several network service to traffic of millions customers.

Variation of service: Service varies per user or applications.

The number of SFs included in a service chain: Around 5(ref. examples of service in [I-D.ietf-sfc-use-case-mobility]).
Features of SFs: Many SFs are hardware equipment and they are deployed statically. Also, many SFs are used for several service. A function to inspect user traffic in detail, such as TDF (3GPP, [TS.23.203]), is located at the ingress of the network, and it might behave as a CF.

On the basis of the conditions "network type" and "features of SFs," pattern 1 with SF shared model would be selected. In such network, classification based on deep packet inspection such as application type inspections is done, and paths branching will not be happen.

As the other conditions describe, the operator must handle millions of flows and the flows traverse multiple SFs, so method 3 would be applicable. Configuring such amounts of flows among large scale network might be too much work for operators.

The examples of concrete service of such network are described as follows:

1. HTTP Modification

Packet Gateway(P-GW), which is defined in 3GPP (ref. [TS.23.203]), detects traffic to the specific website and that traffic must be sent through a special element to insert additional data to the HTTP header or advertisement to the HTTP traffic, so the destination site can apply specific deals with the operator’s customer (simplify DRM, premium service, etc.) That would require flow entries with mobile source IP, destination IP and port.

2. VoLTE Calls

VoLTE calls are sent via a special SP. The VoLTE control plane selects all application network elements. But to reach application network elements it fully relies on standard routing and switching mechanisms. With Service Chaining it is possible to select the SP which can provide required QoS. That would require to set flow entries with mobile source IP, destination IP and port.

3. Secure Internet Access

Some customers’ HTTP traffic is forwarded to one or more security functions to inspect for malware. This case would require flow entries with source IP, destination IP and port.

4. Content Optimizer
Based on the policy rules, a SC/SP with the Content Optimization might be provided. Content optimization primarily affects video and HTTP traffic, and saves valuable radio resources in the specific radio cells during times of congestion. A controller might monitor Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) of the radio network to detect congestion. When congestion is detected, the controller might enforce a content optimization policy for the users on the congested radio cell. Most resource-expensive traffic can be transcoded by a content optimizer to save bandwidth. Selecting traffic for optimization would require to set flow entries with mobile source IP, destination IP and port. Also, content optimization might require changing SCs/SPs assigned to users flows based on the result of KPI monitoring or the time of day.

On the other hand, method 1 might be also selected with pattern 1 with SF dedicated model. For example, the series of the above service might be achieved by static configured flow entries, for example, with incoming port. However, it will require many incoming ports for FWDs when the operator would like to share a SF with multiple SCs, and it will not be scalable.

4.3.3. Example#3: Fixed and Mobile Converged Service Providers Network

The conditions of the target network are as follows:

Network type: Network with multiple DCs (e.g., SFs are deployed at multiple DCs based on their applications).

Intended service: For providing network access service or several network service to traffic of millions customers.

Variation of service: Service varies per user. Also, the service assigned to each flow might vary based on using applications.

The number of SFs included in a service chain: More than 5.
(Various services such as enriched security service and value added services would be provided)

Features of SFs: Many SFs are deployed as VNFs (Virtualized Network Functions), and some SFs are shared with multiple SCs. Also, some SFs changes the following SPs dynamically based on the result of the process.

On the basis of the conditions "network type" and "features of SFs," pattern 2 would be selected. Pattern 2 allows hierarchical approach which enables operators to deploy SFs in multiple domains easily based on service requirements. For example, operators can deploy SFs
into several domains based on application types. This concept is introduced in [I-D.ietf-sfc-dc-use-cases].

From the above conditions describe, the operator must handle enormous flows and paths branching, thus method 3 will be appreciable for such network. Especially, security scenario sometimes requires paths branching based on the result of packet inspection such as processes of DPI or traffic analyzer. Some security functions such as web application firewall (WAF) are specialized for each application, and it might be inefficient to insert all traffic into such SFs. Therefore, for inserting only target packets to appropriate security functions, classifying and paths branching based on packet inspection would be required.
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Service Function Chaining (SFC) enables services to be delivered by selective traffic steering through an ordered set of service functions. Once classified into an SFC, the traffic for a given flow is steered through all the service functions of the SFC for the life of the traffic flow even though this is often not necessary. Steering traffic to service functions only while required and not otherwise, leads to shorter SFC forwarding paths with improved latencies, reduced resource consumption and better user experience.

This document describes the rationale, techniques and necessary protocol extensions to achieve such optimization, with focus on one such technique termed "simple offloads".
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1. Introduction

Service function chaining involves steering traffic flows through a set of service functions in a specific order. Such an ordered list of service functions is called a Service Function Chain (SFC). The actual forwarding path used to realize an SFC is called the Service Function Path (SFP).

Service functions forming an SFC are hosted at different points in the network, often co-located with different types of service functions to form logical groupings. Applying a SFC thus requires traffic steering by the SFC infrastructure from one service function to the next until all the service functions of the SFC are applied. Service functions know best what type of traffic they can service and how much traffic needs to be delivered to them to achieve complete delivery of service. As a consequence any service function may potentially request, within its policy constraints, traffic no longer be delivered to it or its function be performed by the SFC infrastructure, if such a mechanism is available.

While there are several possible means to achieve this, one of the most flexible, directly connected to functional semantics, is based on allowing service functions themselves to evaluate a particular flow and reflect the result of this evaluation back to the SFC infrastructure.

This document outlines the "simple offloads" mechanism that avoids steering traffic to service functions on flow boundary, on request from the service functions, while still ensuring compliance to the instantiated policy that mandates the SFC.

1.1. Requirements Language

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [RFC2119].

2. Definition Of Terms

This document uses the following terms. Additional terms are defined in [RFC7498], [I-D.ietf-sfc-architecture] and [I-D.ietf-sfc-nsh].

Service Controller (SC): The entity responsible for managing the service chains, including create/read/update/delete actions as well as programming the service forwarding state in the network - SFP distribution.
Classifier (CF): The entity, responsible for selecting traffic as well as SFP, based on policy, and forwarding the selected traffic on the SFP after adding the necessary encapsulation. Classifier is implicitly an SFF.

Offload: A request or a directive from the SF to alter the SFP so as to remove the requesting SF from the SFP while maintaining the effect of the removed SF on the offloaded flow.

3. Service Function Path Reduction

The packet forwarding path of a SFP involves the classifier, one or more SFFs and all the SFs that are part of the SFP. Packets of a flow are forwarded along this path to each of the SFs, for the life of the flow, whether SFs perform the full function in treating the packet or reapply the cached result, from the last application of the function, on the residual packets of the flow. In other words, every packet on the flow incurs the same latency and the end-to-end SFP latency remains more or less constant subject to the nature of the SFs involved. If an SF can be removed from the SFP, for a specific flow, traffic steering to the SF is avoided for that flow, thus leading to a shorter SFP for the flow. When multiple SFs in a SFP are removed, the SFP starts to converge towards the optimum path, incurring a fraction of the latency associated with traversing the SFP.

Although SFs are removed from the SFP, the corresponding SFC is not changed - this is subtle but an important characteristic of this mechanism. In other words, this mechanism does not alter the SFC and still uses the SFP associated with the SFC.

There are two primary approaches to removing an SF from the SFP. Namely,

- Bypass: Mechanism that alters the SFC. Described in this draft for completeness.
- Simple Offload: Mechanism that alters the SFP alone, does not affect the SFC. This is the primary focus of this draft.

3.1. Bypass

Many service functions do not deliver service to certain types of traffic. For instance, typical WAN optimization service functions are geared towards optimizing TCP traffic and add no value to non-TCP traffic. Non-TCP traffic thus can bypass such a service function. Even in the case of TCP, a WAN optimization SF may not be able to service the traffic if the corresponding TCP flow is not seen by it.
from inception. In such a situation a WAN optimization SF can avoid the overhead of processing such a flow or reserving resources for it, if it had the ability to request such flows not be steered to it. In other words such service functions need the ability to request they be bypassed for a specified flow from a certain time in the life of that flow.

A seemingly simple alternative is to require service functions pre-specify the traffic flow types they add value to, such as the one-tuple: IP protocol-type described above. A classifier built to use such data exposed by SFs, may thus enable bypassing such SFs for specific flows by way of selecting a different SFC that does not contain the SF being removed.

Although knowledge of detailed SF profiles helps SFC selection at the classifier starting the SFC, it leads to shortcomings.

- It adds to the overhead of classification at that classifier as all SF classification requirements have to be met by the classifier.

- It leads to conflicts in classification requirements between the classifier and the SFs. Classification needs of different SFs in the same SFC may vary. A classifier thus cannot classify traffic based on the classification of one of the SFs in the chain. For instance, even though a flow is uninteresting to one SF on an SFC, it may be interesting to another SF in the same SFC.

- The trigger for bypassing an SF may be dynamic as opposed to the static classification at the classifier – it may originate at the SFs themselves and involve the control and policy planes. The policy and control planes may react to such a trigger by instructing the classifier to select a different SFC for the flow, thereby achieving SF bypass.

3.2. Simple Offload

Service delivery by a class of service functions involves inspecting the initial portion of the traffic and determining whether traffic should be permitted or dropped. In some service functions, such an inspection may be limited to just the five tuple, in some others it may involve protocol headers, and in yet others it may involve inspection of the byte stream or application content based on the policy specified. Firewall service functions fall into such a class, for example. In all such instances, servicing involves determining whether to permit the traffic to proceed onwards or to deny the traffic from proceeding onwards and drop the traffic. In some cases, dropping of the traffic may be accompanied with the generation of a
response to the originator of traffic or to the destination or both.
Once the service function determines the result – permit or deny (or
drop), it simply applies the same result to the residual packets of
the flow by caching the result in the flow state.

In essence, the effect of service delivery is a PERMIT or a DENY
action on the traffic of a flow. This class of service functions can
avoid all the overhead of processing such traffic at the SF, by
simply requesting another entity in the SFP, to assume the function
of performing the action determined by the service function. Since
PERMIT and DENY are very simple actions, other entities in the SFP
are very likely to be able to perform them on behalf of the
requesting SF. A service function can thus offload simple functions
to other entities in the SFP.

As with PERMIT and DENY actions, there are others which are simple
enough to be supported. Some are listed here for illustration.

Unidirectional Offload: Client-Server communication, typical of HTTP
request-response transactions, imposes higher cost on SFs in one
direction. Responses often carry more bytes, sometimes orders of
magnitude more, as compared to requests. SFs could avoid the
cost of moving the bits in the response direction to which it may
add no value, once the policy is satisfied, if the response flow
can be offloaded. Hence Offloads must be requestable on a
unidirectional flow boundary.

TCP Control Exception Offload: Most SFs maintain flow state and
would like to know when a flow terminates, so SFs can cleanup the
flow state and associated resources. Such SFs need to receive
the TCP control packets, the ones with control flags [RFC0793]
set, on the flow even when the flow itself is offloaded, in order
to perform such activity. Hence Offloads must be predictable to
offload all but the TCP control packets of a flow.

Time Limited Offload: SF policy may dictate flows be limited to
certain period of time among other reasons to optimize SF load.
SFs can request a flow be offloaded for a specific time duration
after which, all traffic on that flow gets redirected to the SF
as was done before the offload was initiated. Hence Offloads
must be requestable on a time limit.

Volume Limited Offload: As with time limited offloads, SF policy may
dictate flows be limited to certain volume of data. SFs can
request a flow be offloaded until a specified number of bytes
traverse the flow. Hence Offloads must be requestable on a
volume limit.
Since SFF is the one steering traffic to the SFs and hence is on the SFP, it is a natural entity to assume the offload function. A SF not interested in traffic being steered to it can simply perform a simple offload by indicating a PERMIT action along with an OFFLOAD request. The SFF responsible for steering the traffic to the SF takes note of the ACTION and offload request. The OFFLOAD directive and the ACTION received from the requesting SF are cached against the SF for that flow. Once cached, residual packets on the flow are serviced by the cached directive and action as if being serviced by the corresponding SF.

3.2.1. Stateful SFF

SFFs are the closest SFC infrastructure entities to the service functions. SFFs may be state-full and hence can cache the offload and action in both of the unidirectional flows of a connection. As a consequence, action and offload become effective on both the flows simultaneously and remain so until cancelled or the flow terminates.

SFFs may not always honor the offload requests received from SFs. This does not affect the correctness of the SFP in any way. It implies that the SFs can expect traffic to arrive on a flow, which it offloaded, and hence must service them, which may involve requesting an offload again. It is natural to think of an acknowledgement mechanism to provide offload guarantees to the SFs but such a mechanism just adds to the overhead while not providing significant benefit. Offload serves as a best effort mechanism.

3.2.2. Packet Re-ordering

The simple offload mechanism creates short time-windows where packet re-ordering may occur. While SFs request flows be offloaded to SFFs, packets may still be in flight at various points along the SFP, including some between the SFF and the SF. Once the offload decision is received and committed into the flow entry at the SFF, any packets arriving after and destined to the offloading SF are treated to the offload decision and forwarded along (if it is a PERMIT action). Inflight packets to the offloading SF may arrive at the SFF after one or more packets are already treated to the offload decision and forwarded along.

This is a transitional effect and may not occur in all cases. For instance, if the decision to offload a flow by an SF is based on the first packet of TCP flow, a reasonable time window exists between the offload action being committed into the SFF and arrival of subsequent packet of the same flow at that SFF. Likewise, request/response based protocols such as HTTP may not always be subject to the re-ordering effects.
3.2.3. Race Conditions

The tuple that make up an end-to-end flow or connection, such as a five tuple TCP connection, may be reused in a very short span of time when very high performing end points are involved. A very remote manifestation of this behavior may involve the wrong incarnation of a flow at the SFF receiving the flow offload request from a SF.

Implementations of simple offloads must thus be aware of such a possibility and include appropriate measures to address it. It is important to note that a SFF must maintain correctness and hence it is acceptable to not honor a simple offloads request to resolve such an occurrence. After all SFs exist with right security posture to protect against malicious traffic.

A simple and widely used method to serialize reuse of tuples is to use an incarnation number in addition to the five-tuple. The steering SFF can pass an opaque cookie, which in its simplest form could be the incarnation number, that is preserved by the SF and passed along with the simple offload request. SFF can thus correctly identify the right incarnation of the flow. SYN detection at the SFF to take corrective action is another option. The SFF implementations may employ any technique deemed appropriate.

3.2.4. Policy Implications

Offload mechanism may be controlled by the policy layer. The SFs themselves may have a static policy to utilize the capability offered by the SFC infrastructure. They could also be dynamic and controlled by the specific policy layer under which the SFs operate.

Similarly, the SFC infrastructure, specifically the classifiers and the SFFs, may be under the SFC infrastructure control plane policy controlling the decision to honor offloads from an SF. This policy in turn may be coarse-grain, at the SF level, and hence static. It can also be fine grain and hence dynamic but it adds to the overhead of policy distribution.

Policy model related to offloads is out of scope of this document.

3.2.5. Capabilities Exchange

Simple offloads can be exposed and negotiated a priori as a capability between the SFFs and the SFs or the corresponding control layers. In the simplest of the implementations, this is provided by the SFC infrastructure and the SFs are statically configured to utilize them without capabilities negotiation, within the constraints of the SF specific policies.
Capabilities exchange is outside the scope of this document.

4. Methods For SFP Reduction

There are a number of different models that may be used to facilitate SFP shortening.

The methods discussed in the following sections require signaling among the participant components to communicate offload and permit/deny actions. The signaling may be performed in the data-plane or in the control plane.

a. Data-plane: A SFC specific communication channel is needed for SFs to communicate the offload request along with the SF treated packet. [NSH] defines a header specifically for carrying SFP along with metadata and provides such a channel for use with offloads. Necessary bits need to be allocated in NSH to convey the action as well as the offload directive. This signaling may be limited to SF and SFF or may continue from one SFF to another SFF or the classifier. It may also involve signaling directly from the SF to the classifier.

b. Control-plane: Messages are required between the SF and the service controller as well as between the SFF and the service controller. Service controller messaging is out of scope of this document and it is assumed to be service controller specific, which may include open or standard interfaces.

4.1. SFP In-band Offload

SFs receive traffic on an overlay from the SFF. SFs service the traffic and turn them back to the SFF on an overlay or forward the traffic on the underlay. In the former case, along with returning the traffic to SFF, they can perform simple offload by signaling OFFLOAD and ACTION to the SFF. SFF caches the OFFLOAD and ACTION while forwarding the serviced packet onwards to the next service hop on the SFP or dropping it as per the ACTION. This may continue from one hop to the next on the SFP. SFF can now enforce the OFFLOAD and ACTION on the residual packets of the flow.

By performing such hop-by-hop offloads, SFP can be reduced from its original length, steering traffic to only the SFFs and the SFs that really need to see the traffic.

Figure 1 to Figure 3 show an example of SF and SFF performing offload operations, with PERMIT action, and the effect thereafter on the SFP.
SFC1 = {SF1, SF2, SF3}
SFC1 -> SFP1

Where,
- SFC1 is a service function chain
- SF1, SF2 and SF3 are three service functions
- SFP1 is the service function path for SFC1
- CF is the classifier starting SFP1 based on policy

Note: Network forwarders are omitted from the figure for simplicity

Figure 1: SFC1 with corresponding SFP1
4.1.1. Progression Of SFP Reduction

SFP reduction happens one SFF at a time: by collapsing the SFF-to-SF hops into the SFF or the SFC infrastructure.
Figure 1 to Figure 3 show one sequence of offload events that lead to a shorter SFP.

Corresponding transformation of the actual forwarding path is captured by the states below.

Stage-1: Prior to any offloads, service function path SFP1 (corresponding to SFC1) has the following actual forwarding path as shown in Figure 1:
- CF ->
- SFF1 -> SF1 -> SFF1 ->
- SFF2 -> SF2 -> SFF2 ->
- SFF3 -> SF3 -> SFF3 ->

Stage-2: After SF2 performs a simple offload, service function path SFP1 changes to the one represented below, as also shown in Figure 2:
- CF ->
- SFF1 -> SF1 -> SFF1 ->
- SFF2 ->
- SFF3 -> SF3 -> SFF3 ->

Stage-3: After SF1 and SF3 both perform simple offloads, service function path SFP1 changes to the one represented below, as also show in Figure 3:
- CF ->
- SFF1 ->
- SFF2 ->
- SFF3 ->

When all the SFs in a SFP perform offloads the forwarding path is reduced to pass through just the SFFs.

4.2. Service Controller Offload

Each SF signals the service controller of the OFFLOAD and ACTION via control plane messaging for a specific flow. The service controller then signals the appropriate SFFs to offload the requested SFs, thereby achieving the hop-by-hop offload behavior.

The service controller has full knowledge of all the SFs of the SFP offloading the flow and hence can determine the optimum SFP within the Service Controller and program the appropriate SFFs to achieve SFP optimization.
5. Simple Offload Data-plane Signaling

Since Offload and action are signaled at the time of returning the traffic to SFF, post servicing the traffic, such signaling can be integrated into the SFC service header of the packet.

Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the bits necessary to achieve the signaling using the SFC encapsulation as described in [I-D.ietf-sfc-nsh]. In particular, for NSH MD-Type1 header format, the offload bits are communicated via the flags field in the very first byte of the fixed context headers. For NSH MD-Type2 header format, the offload bits are communicated via a new standard TLV – Simple Offload TLV. The standard TLV is requested to be allocated from the TLV Class, "Standard Class", from the IANA.

By integrating the signaling with the packets, the simple offloads scale with the traffic in the data plane.

```
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| D | F | X | Context Header 1 |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| B | U | T | D | R | R | R | R | Context Header 2 |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| | Context Header 3 |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| | Context Header 4 |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
```

X : Extend flags into first byte of "Context Header 2"
B : Bidirectional Offload
U : Unidirectional Offload
T : TCP-control Exception Offload
D : Drop Offload

Figure 4: NSH Type-1 Offload Bits shown for DC Allocation
B : Bidirectional Offload
U : Unidirectional Offload
T : TCP-control Exception Offload
D : Drop Offload
S : Time Limited Offload
V : Volume Limited Offload

Figure 5: NSH Type-2 Offload Bits

5.1. Offload Flags Definition

Offload Control Flags:

B, Bidirectional Offload: SF requests both flows in the connection, described by the payload, be offloaded, by setting B=1. B=0 otherwise.

U, Unidirectional Offload: SF requests only the current flow in the connection, described by the payload, be offloaded, by setting U=1. U=0 otherwise.

One and only one of ‘B’ and ‘U’ MUST be specified to indicate offload. In the event a NSH encapsulated packet is received with both ‘B’ and ‘U’ offload flags set to 1, ‘B’ MUST take precedence.

Offload Function Flags:

B|U, Permit Offload: When either B=1 or U=1, the implicit function is to PERMIT or allow all packets on the flow(s) to traverse along the SFP, unless over-ridden by other functional flags.

D, Drop Offload: Setting D=1, requests packets on the offloaded flow(s) be dropped; D MUST be set to 0 otherwise. D=1 modifies the default PERMIT behavior of ‘B’ and ‘U’ flags.

T, TCP-control Exception Offload: Setting T=1 requests TCP control packets to be exempted from Offload behavior. TCP control packets MUST continue to be forwarded to the SF while the rest of the packets must be allowed to bypass the SF contingent upon the
application of other offload flags. T MUST be set to 0 otherwise.

S, Time Limited Offload: Setting S=1 requests the flow(s) to be offloaded for the duration specified, in seconds, in offload-data field. After that duration, offload behavior must be cancelled and affected flow(s) MUST be redirected to the SF. S MUST be set to 0 otherwise.

V, Volume Limited Offload: Setting V=1 requests the flow(s) to be offloaded until the volume of data specified, in Kilo Bytes, in offload-data field has traversed the flow(s). After that volume of data has traversed, offload behavior must be cancelled and affected flow(s) MUST be redirected to the SF. V MUST be set to 0 otherwise.
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7. IANA Considerations

7.1. Standard Class Registry

IANA is requested to allocate a "STANDARD" class from the TLV Class registry. Allocation of the registry values under this class shall follow the "IETF Review" policy defined in RFC 5226 [RFC5226].

7.1.1. Simple Offloads TLV

IANA is requested to allocate TLV type with value 0x1 from the STANDARD TLV class registry. The format of the "Simple Offloads" TLV is as defined in this draft.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TLV#</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Simple Offloads</td>
<td>SF Flow Offload to SFF</td>
<td>This document</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Standard Class Registry
8. Security Considerations

Security of the offload signaling mechanism is very important. This document does not advocate any additional security mechanisms beyond the data plane and control plane signaling security mechanisms.
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Abstract

This draft describes a Network Service Header (NSH) inserted onto encapsulated packets or frames to realize service function paths.
NSH also provides a mechanism for metadata exchange along the instantiated service path.
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2. Introduction

Service functions are widely deployed and essential in many networks. These service functions provide a range of features such as security, WAN acceleration, and server load balancing. Service functions may be instantiated at different points in the network infrastructure such as the wide area network, data center, campus, and so forth.

The current service function deployment models are relatively static, and bound to topology for insertion and policy selection. Furthermore, they do not adapt well to elastic service environments enabled by virtualization.

New data center network and cloud architectures require more flexible service function deployment models. Additionally, the transition to virtual platforms requires an agile service insertion model that supports elastic service delivery; the movement of service functions and application workloads in the network and the ability to easily bind service policy to granular information such as per-subscriber state are necessary.

The approach taken by NSH is composed of the following elements:

1. Service path identification
2. Transport independent per-packet/frame service metadata.
3. Optional variable TLV metadata.

NSH is designed to be easy to implement across a range of devices, both physical and virtual, including hardware platforms.

An NSH aware control plane is outside the scope of this document.

The SFC Architecture document [SFC-arch] provides an overview of a service chaining architecture that clearly defines the roles of the various elements and the scope of a service function chaining encapsulation.

2.1. Definition of Terms

Classification: Locally instantiated policy and customer/network/service profile matching of traffic flows for identification of appropriate outbound forwarding actions.
SFC Network Forwarder (NF): SFC network forwarders provide network connectivity for service functions forwarders and service functions. SFC network forwarders participate in the network overlay used for service function chaining as well as in the SFC encapsulation.

Service Function Forwarder (SFF): A service function forwarder is responsible for delivering traffic received from the NF to one or more connected service functions, and from service functions to the NF.

Service Function (SF): A function that is responsible for specific treatment of received packets. A service function can act at the network layer or other OSI layers. A service function can be a virtual instance or be embedded in a physical network element. One of multiple service functions can be embedded in the same network element. Multiple instances of the service function can be enabled in the same administrative domain.

Service Node (SN): Physical or virtual element that hosts one or more service functions and has one or more network locators associated with it for reachability and service delivery.

Service Function Chain (SFC): A service function chain defines an ordered set of service functions that must be applied to packets and/or frames selected as a result of classification. The implied order may not be a linear progression as the architecture allows for nodes that copy to more than one branch. The term service chain is often used as shorthand for service function chain.

Service Function Path (SFP): The instantiation of a SFC in the network. Packets follow a service function path from a classifier through the requisite service functions.

Network Node/Element: Device that forwards packets or frames based on outer header information. In most cases is not aware of the presence of NSH.

Network Overlay: Logical network built on top of existing network (the underlay). Packets are encapsulated or tunneled to create the overlay network topology.

Network Service Header: Data plane header added to frames/packets. The header contains information required for service chaining, as well as metadata added and consumed by network nodes and service elements.
Service Classifier: Function that performs classification and imposes an NSH. Creates a service path. Non-initial (i.e. subsequent) classification can occur as needed and can alter, or create a new service path.

Service Hop: NSH aware node, akin to an IP hop but in the service overlay.

Service Path Segment: A segment of a service path overlay.

NSH Proxy: Acts as a gateway: removes and inserts NSH on behalf of a service function that is not NSH aware.

2.2. Problem Space

Network Service Header (NSH) addresses several limitations associated with service function deployments today.

1. Topological Dependencies: Network service deployments are often coupled to network topology. Such dependency imposes constraints on the service delivery, potentially inhibiting the network operator from optimally utilizing service resources, and reduces the flexibility. This limits scale, capacity, and redundancy across network resources.

2. Service Chain Construction: Service function chains today are most typically built through manual configuration processes. These are slow and error prone. With the advent of newer service deployment models the control/management planes provide not only connectivity state, but will also be increasingly utilized for the creation of network services. Such a control/management planes could be centralized, or be distributed.

3. Application of Service Policy: Service functions rely on topology information such as VLANs or packet (re) classification to determine service policy selection, i.e. the service function specific action taken. Topology information is increasingly less viable due to scaling, tenancy and complexity reasons. The topological information is often stale, providing the operator with inaccurate placement that can result in suboptimal resource utilization. Furthermore topology-centric information often does not convey adequate information to the service functions, forcing functions to individually perform more granular classification.

4. Per-Service (re)Classification: Classification occurs at each service function independent from previously applied service functions. More importantly, the classification functionality often differs per service function and service functions may not
leverage the results from other service functions.

5. Common Header Format: Various proprietary methods are used to share metadata and create service paths. An open header provides a common format for all network and service devices.

6. Limited End-to-End Service Visibility: Troubleshooting service related issues is a complex process that involve both network-specific and service-specific expertise. This is especially the case when service function chains span multiple DCs, or across administrative boundaries. Furthermore, the physical and virtual environments (network and service) can be highly divergent in terms of topology and that topological variance adds to these challenges.

7. Transport Dependence: Service functions can and will be deployed in networks with a range of transports requiring service functions to support and participate in many transports (and associated control planes) or for a transport gateway function to be present.

Please see the Service Function Chaining Problem Statement [SFC-PS] for a more detailed analysis of service function deployment problem areas.
3. Network Service Header

A Network Service Header (NSH) contains metadata and service path information that are added to a packet or frame and used to create a service plane. The packets and the NSH are then encapsulated in an outer header for transport.

The service header is added by a service classification function - a device or application - that determines which packets require servicing, and correspondingly which service path to follow to apply the appropriate service.

3.1. Network Service Header Format

An NSH is composed of a 4-byte base header, a 4-byte service path header and context headers, as shown in Figure 1 below.

```
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                Base Header                                    |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                Service Path Header                            |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
˜                Context Headers                                ˜
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
```

Figure 1: Network Service Header

Base header: provides information about the service header and the payload protocol.

Service Path Header: provide path identification and location within a path.

Context headers: carry opaque metadata and variable length encoded information.

3.2. NSH Base Header

```
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|Ver|O|C|R|R|R|R|R|   Length  |    MD Type    | Next Protocol |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
```

Base Header Field Descriptions

Version: The version field is used to ensure backward compatibility going forward with future NSH updates.

O bit: Indicates that this packet is an operations and management (OAM) packet. SFF and SFs nodes MUST examine the payload and take appropriate action (e.g. return status information).

OAM message specifics and handling details are outside the scope of this document.

C bit: Indicates that a critical metadata TLV is present (see Section 3.4.2). This bit acts as an indication for hardware implementers to decide how to handle the presence of a critical TLV without necessarily needing to parse all TLVs present. The C bit MUST be set to 1 if one or more critical TLVs are present.

All other flag fields are reserved.

Length: total length, in 4-byte words, of the NSH header, including optional variable TLVs.

MD Type: indicates the format of NSH beyond the base header and the type of metadata being carried. This typing is used to describe the use for the metadata. A new registry will be requested from IANA for the MD Type.

NSH defines two MD types:

0x1 which indicates that the format of the header includes fixed length context headers.

0x2 which does not mandate any headers beyond the base header and service path header, and may contain optional variable length context information.

The format of the base header is invariant, and not described by MD Type.

NSH implementations MUST support MD-Type 0x1, and SHOULD support MD-Type 0x2.

Next Protocol: indicates the protocol type of the original packet. A new IANA registry will be created for protocol type.
This draft defines the following Next Protocol values:

0x1 : IPv4  
0x2 : IPv6  
0x3 : Ethernet  

3.3. Service Path Header  

```
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|          Service Path ID                      | Service Index |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
```

Service path ID (SPI): 24 bits  
Service index (SI): 8 bits  

**Figure 3: NSH Service Path Header**  

Service Path Identifier (SPI): identifies a service path. Participating nodes MUST use this identifier for path selection. An administrator can use the service path value for reporting and troubleshooting packets along a specific path.  

Service Index (SI): provides location within the service path. Service index MUST be decremented by service functions or proxy nodes after performing required services. MAY be used in conjunction with service path for path selection. Service Index is also valuable when troubleshooting/reporting service paths. In addition to location within a path, SI can be used for loop detection.  

3.4. NSH MD-type 1  

When the base header specifies MD Type 1, NSH defines four 4-byte mandatory context headers, as per Figure 4. These headers must be present and the format is opaque as depicted in Figure 5.
Figure 4: NSH MD-type=0x1

Figure 5: Context Header

3.4.1. Mandatory Context Header Allocation Guidelines
Figure 6: Context Data Significance

Figure 6, above, and the following examples of context header allocation are guidelines that illustrate how various forms of information can be carried and exchanged via NSH.

Network platform context: provides platform-specific metadata shared between network nodes. Examples include (but are not limited to) ingress port information, forwarding context and encapsulation type.

Network shared context: metadata relevant to any network node such as the result of edge classification. For example, application information, identity information or tenancy information can be shared using this context header.

Service platform context: provides service platform specific metadata shared between service functions. This context header is analogous to the network platform context, enabling service platforms to exchange platform-centric information such as an identifier used for load balancing decisions.

Service shared context: metadata relevant to, and shared, between service functions. As with the shared network context, classification information such as application type can be conveyed using this context.

The data center[dcalloc] and mobility[moballoc] context header allocation drafts provide guidelines for the semantics of NSH fixed context headers in each respective environment.

3.5. NSH MD-type 2

When the base header specifies MD Type 2, NSH defines variable length only context headers. There may be zero or more of these headers as per the length field.

```
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|Ver|O|C|R|R|R|R|R|   Length  |  MD-type=0x2  | Next Protocol |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|          Service Path ID                      | Service Index |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
˜           Optional Variable Length Context Headers            ˜
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
```
3.5.1. Optional Variable Length Metadata

NSH MD Type 2 MAY contain optional variable length context headers. The format of these headers is as described below.

```
+------------------++------------------+
|          TLV Class|      Type     |
|------------------++------------------|
|                      Variable Metadata|
+------------------++------------------+
```

**Figure 8: Variable Context Headers**

- **TLV Class**: describes the scope of the "Type" field. In some cases, the TLV Class will identify a specific vendor, in others, the TLV Class will identify specific standards body allocated types.

- **Type**: the specific type of information being carried, within the scope of a given TLV Class. Value allocation is the responsibility of the TLV Class owner.

The most significant bit of the Type field indicates whether the TLV is mandatory for the receiver to understand/process. This effectively allocates Type values 0 to 127 for non-critical options and Type values 128 to 255 for critical options. Figure 7 below illustrates the placement of the Critical bit within the Type field.

```
+----------+
|C|   Type   |
+----------+
```

**Figure 9: Critical Bit Placement Within the TLV Type Field**

Encoding the criticality of the TLV within the Type field is consistent with IPv6 option types.

If a receiver receives an encapsulated packet containing a TLV with the Critical bit set in the Type field and it does not understand how to process the Type, it MUST drop the packet. Transit devices MUST NOT drop packets based on the setting of this bit.

Reserved bits: three reserved bit are present for future use. The
reserved bits MUST be zero.

Length: Length of the variable metadata, in 4-byte words.
4. NSH Actions

Service header aware nodes – service classifiers, SFF, SF and NSH proxies, have several possible header related actions:

1. Insert or remove service header: These actions can occur at the start and end respectively of a service path. Packets are classified, and if determined to require servicing, a service header imposed. The last node in a service path, an SFF, removes the NSH. A service classifier MUST insert an NSH. At the end of a service function chain, the last node operating on the service header MUST remove it.

A service function can re-classify data as required and that re-classification might result in a new service path. In this case, the SF acts as a logical classifier as well. When the logical classifier performs re-classification that results in a change of service path, it MUST remove the existing NSH and MUST impose a new NSH with the base header reflecting the new path.

2. Select service path: The base header provides service chain information and is used by SFFs to determine correct service path selection. SFFs MUST use the base header for selecting the next service in the service path.

3. Update a service header: NSH aware service functions MUST decrement the service index. A service index = 0 indicates that a packet MUST be dropped by the SFF performing NSH-based forwarding.

Service functions MAY update context headers if new/updated context is available.

If an NSH proxy (see Section 7) is in use (acting on behalf of a non-NSH-aware service function for NSH actions), then the proxy MUST update service index and MAY update contexts. When an NSH proxy receives an NSH-encapsulated packet, it removes the NSH before forwarding it to an NSH unaware SF. When it receives a packet back from an NSH unaware SF, it re-encapsulates it with the NSH, decrementing the service index.

4. Service policy selection: Service function instances derive policy selection from the service header. Context shared in the service header can provide a range of service-relevant information such as traffic classification. Service functions SHOULD use NSH to select local service policy.
Figure 10 maps each of the four actions above to the components in the SFC architecture that can perform it.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Insert service header</th>
<th>Remove service header</th>
<th>Update service header</th>
<th>Service Policy Selection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Service Classification Function</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Function Forwarder (SFF)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Function (SF)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSH Proxy</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10: NSH Action and Role Mapping
5. NSH Encapsulation

Once NSH is added to a packet, an outer encapsulation is used to forward the original packet and the associated metadata to the start of a service chain. The encapsulation serves two purposes:

1. Creates a topologically independent services plane. Packets are forwarded to the required services without changing the underlying network topology.

2. Transit network nodes simply forward the encapsulated packets as is.

The service header is independent of the encapsulation used and is encapsulated in existing transports. The presence of NSH is indicated via protocol type or other indicator in the outer encapsulation.

See Section 11 for NSH encapsulation examples.
6. NSH Usage

The NSH creates a dedicated service plane, that addresses many of the limitations highlighted in Section 2.2. More specifically, NSH enables:

1. Topological Independence: Service forwarding occurs within the service plane, via a network overlay, the underlying network topology does not require modification. Service functions have one or more network locators (e.g. IP address) to receive/send data within the service plane, the NSH contains an identifier that is used to uniquely identify a service path and the services within that path.

2. Service Chaining: NSH contains path identification information needed to realize a service path. Furthermore, NSH provides the ability to monitor and troubleshoot a service chain, end-to-end via service-specific OAM messages. The NSH fields can be used by administrators (via, for example a traffic analyzer) to verify (account, ensure correct chaining, provide reports, etc.) the path specifics of packets being forwarded along a service path.

3. Metadata Sharing: NSH provides a mechanism to carry shared metadata between network devices and service function, and between service functions. The semantics of the shared metadata is communicated via a control plane to participating nodes. Examples of metadata include classification information used for policy enforcement and network context for forwarding post service delivery.

4. Transport Agnostic: NSH is transport independent and is carried in an overlay, over existing underlays. If an existing overlay topology provides the required service path connectivity, that existing overlay may be used.
7. NSH Proxy Nodes

In order to support NSH-unaware service functions, an NSH proxy is used. The proxy node removes the NSH header and delivers the original packet/frame via a local attachment circuit to the service function. Examples of a local attachment circuit include, but are not limited to: VLANs, IP in IP, GRE, VXLAN. When complete, the service function returns the packet to the NSH proxy via the same or different attachment circuit.

NSH is re-imposed on packets returned to the proxy from the non-NSH-aware service.

Typically, an SFF will act as an NSH-proxy when required.

An NSH proxy MUST perform NSH actions as described in Section 4.
8. Fragmentation Considerations

Work in progress
9. Service Path Forwarding with NSH

9.1. SFFs and Overlay Selection

As described above, NSH contains a service path identifier (SPI) and a service index (SI). The SPI is, as per its name, an identifier. The SPI alone cannot be used to forward packets along a service path. Rather the SPI provide a level of indirection between the service path/topology and the network transport. Furthermore, there is no requirement, or expectation of an SPI being bound to a pre-determined or static network path.

The service index provides an indication of location within a service path. The combination of SPI and SI provides the identification and location of a logical SF (locator and order). The logical SF may be a single SF, or a set of SFs that are equivalent. In the latter case, the SFF provides load distribution amongst the collection of SFs as needed. SI may also serve as a mechanism for loop detection within a service path since each SF in the path decrements the index; an index of 0 indicates that a loop occurred and packet must be discarded.

This indirection -- path ID to overlay -- creates a true service plane. That is the SFF/SF topology is constructed without impacting the network topology but more importantly service plane only participants (i.e. most SFs) need not be part of the network overlay topology and its associated infrastructure (e.g. control plane, routing tables, etc.). As mentioned above, an existing overlay topology may be used provided it offers the requisite connectivity.

The mapping of SPI to transport occurs on an SFF. The SFF consults the SPI/ID values to determine the appropriate overlay transport protocol (several may be used within a given network) and next hop for the requisite SF. Figure 10 below depicts an SPI/SI to network overlay mapping.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPI</th>
<th>SI</th>
<th>NH</th>
<th>Transport</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.1.1.1</td>
<td>VXLAN-gpe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.2.2.2</td>
<td>nvGRE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>245</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>192.168.45.3</td>
<td>VXLAN-gpe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10.1.2.3</td>
<td>GRE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10.1.2.3</td>
<td>GRE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>01:23:45:67:89:ab</td>
<td>Ethernet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Null (end of path)</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Additionally, further indirection is possible: the resolution of the required SF function locator may be a localized resolution on an SFF, rather than a service function chain control plane responsibility, as per figures 11 and 12 below.

```
+-------------------+
| SPI | SI | NH   |
+-------------------+
| 10  | 3  | SF2  |
| 245 | 12 | SF34 |
| 40  | 9  | SF9  |
+-------------------+
```

Figure 12: NSH to SF Mapping Example

```
+-------------------+
| SF   | NH          | Transport     |
+-------------------+
| SF2   | 10.1.1.1    | VXLAN-gpe     |
| SF34  | 192.168.1.1 | UDP           |
| SF9   | 1.1.1.1     | GRE           |
+-------------------+
```

Figure 13: SF Locator Mapping Example

Since the SPI is a representation of the service path, the lookup may return more than one possible next-hop within a service path for a given SF, essentially a series of weighted (equally or otherwise) overlay links to be used (for load distribution, redundancy or policy), see Figure 13. The metric depicted in Figure 13 is an example to help illustrate weighing SFs. In a real network, the metric will range from a simple preference (similar to routing next-hop), to a true dynamic composite metric based on some service function-centric state (including load, sessions state, capacity, etc.)
Figure 14: NSH Weighted Service Path

9.2. Mapping NSH to Network Overlay

As described above, the mapping of SPI to network topology may result in a single overlay path, or it might result in a more complex topology. Furthermore, the SPIx to overlay mapping occurs at each SFF independently. Any combination of topology selection is possible.

Examples of mapping for a topology:

1. Next SF is located at SFFb with locator 10.1.1.1
   SFFa mapping: SPI=10 --> VXLAN-gpe, dst-ip: 10.1.1.1

2. Next SF is located at SFFc with multiple locator for load distribution purposes:
   SFFb mapping: SPI=10 --> VXLAN-gpe, dst_ip:10.2.2.1, 10.2.2.2, 10.2.2.3, equal cost

3. Next SF is located at SFFd with two path to SFFc, one for redundancy:
   SFFc mapping: SPI=10 --> VXLAN-gpe, dst_ip:10.1.1.1 cost=10, 10.1.1.2, cost=20

In the above example, each SFF makes an independent decision about the network overlay path and policy for that path. In other words, there is no a priori mandate about how to forward packets in the network (only the order of services that must be traversed).

The network operator retains the ability to engineer the overlay paths as required. For example, the overlay path between service functions forwarders may utilize traffic engineering, QoS marking, or
ECMP, without requiring complex configuration and network protocol support to be extended to the service path explicitly. In other words, the network operates as expected, and evolves as required, as does the service function plane.

9.3. Service Plane Visibility

The SPI and SI serve an important function for visibility into the service topology. An operator can determine what service path a packet is "on", and its location within that path simply by viewing the NSH information (packet capture, IPFIX, etc.). The information can be used for service scheduling and placement decisions, troubleshooting and compliance verification.

9.4. Service Graphs

In some cases, a service path is exactly that -- a linear list of service functions that must be traversed. However, increasingly, the "path" is actually a true directed graph. Furthermore, within a given service topology several directed graphs may exist with packets moving between graphs based on non-initial classification (usually performed by a service function). Note: strictly speaking a path is a form of graph; the intent is to distinguish between a directed graph and a path.

![Service Graph Example](image_url)

Figure 15: Service Graph Example

The SPI/SI combination provides a simple representation of a directed graph, the SPI represents a graph ID; and the SI a node ID. The
service topology formed by SPI/SI support cycles, weighting, and alternate topology selection, all within the service plane. The realization of the network topology occurs as described above: SPI/ID mapping to an appropriate transport and associated next network hops.

NSH-aware services receive the entire header, including the SPI/SI. An SF can now, based on local policy, alter the SPI, which in turn effects both the service graph, and in turn the selection of overlay at the SFF. The figure below depicts the policy associated with the graph in Figure 14 above. Note: this illustrates multiple graphs and their representation; it does not depict the use of metadata within a single service function graph.

Figure 16: Service Graphs Using SPI

This example above does not show the mapping of the service topology to the network overlay topology. As discussed in the sections above, the overlay selection occurs as per network policy.
10. Policy Enforcement with NSH

10.1. NSH Metadata and Policy Enforcement

As described in Section 3, NSH provides the ability to carry metadata along a service path. This metadata may be derived from several sources, common examples include:

Network nodes: Information provided by network nodes can indicate network-centric information (such as VRF or tenant) that may be used by service functions, or conveyed to another network node post-service pathing.

External (to the network) systems: External systems, such as orchestration systems, often contain information that is valuable for service function policy decisions. In most cases, this information cannot be deduced by network nodes. For example, a cloud orchestration platform placing workloads "knows" what application is being instantiated and can communicate this information to all NSH nodes via metadata.

Service functions: Service functions often perform very detailed and valuable classification. In some cases they may terminate, and be able to inspect encrypted traffic. SFs may update, alter or impose metadata information.

Regardless of the source, metadata reflects the "result" of classification. The granularity of classification may vary. For example, a network switch might only be able to classify based on a 5-tuple, whereas, a service function may be able to inspect application information. Regardless of granularity, the classification information can be represented in NSH.

Once the data is added to NSH, it is carried along the service path, NSH-aware SFs receive the metadata, and can use that metadata for local decisions and policy enforcement. The following two examples highlight the relationship between metadata and policy:
In both of the examples above, the service functions perform policy decisions based on the result of the initial classification: the SFs did not need to perform re-classification, rather they relied on a antecedent classification for local policy enforcement.

10.2. Updating/Augmenting Metadata

Post-initial metadata imposition (typically performed during initial service path determination), metadata may be augmented or updated:

1. Metadata Augmentation: Information may be added to NSH’s existing metadata, as depicted in Figure 18. For example, if the initial classification returns the tenant information, a secondary classification (perhaps a DPI or SLB) may augment the tenant classification with application information. The tenant
classification is still valid and present, but additional information has been added to it.

2. Metadata Update: Subsequent classifiers may update the initial classification if it is determined to be incorrect or not descriptive enough. For example, the initial classifier adds metadata that describes the traffic as "internet" but a security service function determines that the traffic is really "attack". Figure 19 illustrates an example of updating metadata.

![Metadata Augmentation Diagram]

*Figure 19: Metadata Augmentation*

![Metadata Update Diagram]

*Figure 20: Metadata Update*
10.3. Service Path ID and Metadata

Metadata information may influence the service path selection since the service path identifier can represent the result of classification. A given SPI can represent all or some of the metadata, and be updated based on metadata classification results. This relationship provides the ability to create a dynamic services plane based on complex classification without requiring each node to be capable of such classification, or requiring a coupling to the network topology. This yields service graph functionality as described in Section 9.4. Figure 20 illustrates an example of this behavior.

Specific algorithms for mapping metadata to an SPI are outside the scope of this draft.
11. NSH Encapsulation Examples

11.1. GRE + NSH

IPv4 Packet:
```
+----------+--------------------+--------------------+
|L2 header | L3 header, proto=47|GRE header,PT=0x894F|
+----------+--------------------+--------------------+
-------------+----------------+
NSH, NP=0x1  |original packet |
-------------+----------------+
```

L2 Frame:
```
+----------+--------------------+--------------------+
|L2 header | L3 header, proto=47|GRE header,PT=0x894F|
+----------+--------------------+--------------------+
---------------+---------------+
NSH, NP=0x3    |original frame |
---------------+---------------+
```

Figure 22: GRE + NSH

11.2. VXLAN-gpe + NSH

IPv4 Packet:
```
+----------+------------------------+---------------------+
|L2 header | IP + UDP dst port=4790  |VXLAN-gpe NP=0x4(NSH)|
+----------+------------------------+---------------------+
-------------+----------------+
NSH, NP=0x1  |original packet |
-------------+----------------+
```

L2 Frame:
```
+----------+------------------------+---------------------+
|L2 header | IP + UDP dst port=4790  |VXLAN-gpe NP=0x4(NSH)|
+----------+------------------------+---------------------+
---------------+---------------+
NSH,NP=0x3     |original frame |
---------------+---------------+
```

Figure 23: VXLAN-gpe + NSH
11.3. Ethernet + NSH

IPv4 Packet:
+-----------------------------------------------+---------------+-------------------+
| Outer Ethernet, ET=0x894F | NSH, NP = 0x1 | original IP Packet |
+-----------------------------------------------+---------------+-------------------+

L2 Frame:
+-----------------------------------------------+---------------+-------------------+
| Outer Ethernet, ET=0x894F | NSH, NP = 0x3 | original frame    |
+-----------------------------------------------+---------------+-------------------+

Figure 24: Ethernet + NSH
12. Security Considerations

As with many other protocols, NSH data can be spoofed or otherwise modified. In many deployments, NSH will be used in a controlled environment, with trusted devices (e.g. a data center) thus mitigating the risk of unauthorized header manipulation.

NSH is always encapsulated in a transport protocol and therefore, when required, existing security protocols that provide authenticity (e.g. RFC 2119 [RFC6071]) can be used.

Similarly if confidentiality is required, existing encryption protocols can be used in conjunction with encapsulated NSH.
13. Open Items for WG Discussion

1. MD type 1 metadata semantics specifics

2. Bypass bit in NSH.

3. Rendered Service Path ID (RSPID).
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16. IANA Considerations

16.1. NSH EtherType

An IEEE EtherType, 0x894F, has been allocated for NSH.

16.2. Network Service Header (NSH) Parameters

IANA is requested to create a new "Network Service Header (NSH) Parameters" registry. The following sub-sections request new registries within the "Network Service Header (NSH) Parameters" registry.

16.2.1. NSH Base Header Reserved Bits

There are ten bits at the beginning of the NSH Base Header. New bits are assigned via Standards Action [RFC5226].

Bits 0-1 - Version
Bit 2 - OAM (O bit)
Bits 2-9 - Reserved

16.2.2. MD Type Registry

IANA is requested to set up a registry of "MD Types". These are 8-bit values. MD Type values 0, 1, 2, 254, and 255 are specified in this document. Registry entries are assigned by using the "IETF Review" policy defined in RFC 5226 [RFC5226].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MD Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Reserved</td>
<td>This document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>NSH</td>
<td>This document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>NSH</td>
<td>This document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3..253</td>
<td>Unassigned</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>254</td>
<td>Experiment 1</td>
<td>This document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>255</td>
<td>Experiment 2</td>
<td>This document</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1
16.2.3. TLV Class Registry

IANA is requested to set up a registry of "TLV Types". These are 16-bit values. Registry entries are assigned by using the "IETF Review" policy defined in RFC 5226 [RFC5226].

16.2.4. NSH Base Header Next Protocol

IANA is requested to set up a registry of "Next Protocol". These are 8-bit values. Next Protocol values 0, 1, 2 and 3 are defined in this draft. New values are assigned via Standards Action [RFC5226].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Next Protocol</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Reserved</td>
<td>This document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>IPv4</td>
<td>This document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>IPv6</td>
<td>This document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ethernet</td>
<td>This document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4..253</td>
<td>Unassigned</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2
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Abstract

A Service Function Chain (SFC) defines a set of abstract Service Functions (SF) and ordering constraints that must be applied to packets and/or frames selected as a result of classification. One assumption of this document is that legacy service functions can participate in service function chains without supporting the SFC header, or even being aware of it. This document provides some of the mechanisms between an SFC proxy and an SFC-unaware service function (herein termed "legacy SF"), to identify the SFC header associated with a packet that is returned from a legacy SF, without an SFC header being explicitly carried in the wired protocol between SFC proxy and legacy SF.
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Internet-Drafts are working documents of the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). Note that other groups may also distribute working documents as Internet-Drafts. The list of current Internet-Drafts is at http://datatracker.ietf.org/drafts/current/.

Internet-Drafts are draft documents valid for a maximum of six months and may be updated, replaced, or obsoleted by other documents at any time. It is inappropriate to use Internet-Drafts as reference material or to cite them other than as "work in progress."

This Internet-Draft will expire on March 10, 2017.
1. Introduction

A Service Function Chain (SFC) [RFC7665] defines a set of abstract service functions and ordering constraints that must be applied to packets and/or frames selected as a result of classification. One assumption of this document is that some service functions may remain as legacy implementations, i.e. SFC-unaware SFs. The SFC proxy is proposed to act as a gateway between the SFC encapsulation and SFC-unaware SFs. The SFC proxy removes the SFC header and then sends the packet to a legacy SF for processing, but how to associate the
original SFC header with the packet returned from the legacy SF needs to be considered.

This document describes some of the mechanisms between an SFC proxy and a legacy SF, to identify the SFC header associated with a packet that is returned from a legacy SF. The benefit for supporting legacy SF is that SFC-unaware SFs can exist in the SFC-enabled domain. An SFC proxy allows a legacy SF to function in the SFC-enabled domain without modification of the legacy SF.

![Diagram](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

Figure 1: Procedure of a packet processed by a legacy SF

Different classes of legacy SF may have variable support for different types of packets with respect to parsing and semantics (e.g., some classes of legacy SF may accept VLAN-tagged traffic; others may not), usually depending on device configuration. For example, by creation of VLANs, traffic is steered through a firewall.

This document focuses heavily on legacy SFs that are transparent at layer 2. In particular we assume the following conditions apply in the class of legacy SF we are considering proxying:

1. Traffic is forwarded between pairs of interfaces, such that packets received on the "left" are forwarded on the "right" and vice versa.

2. A packet is forwarded between interfaces without modifying the layer 2 header; i.e., neither source MAC nor destination MAC is modified.
3. When supported, VLAN-tagged or Q-in-Q packets are forwarded with the original VLAN tag(s) intact (S-tags and C-tags).

4. Traffic may be discarded by some functions (e.g., by a firewall).

5. Traffic may be injected in either direction by some functions (e.g., extra data coming from a cache, or simply TCP retransmissions). We assume injected traffic relates to a layer 3 or layer 4 flow, and the SF clones layer 2 headers from exemplar packets of the same flow.

6. Traffic may be modified by some functions at layer 3 (e.g., DSCP marking) or higher layers (e.g., HTTP header enrichment or anonymization). Note that modification can be considered a special case of discarding followed by injection.

7. Traffic may be reordered by some functions (e.g., due to queuing/scheduling).

We leave the legacy SFs which modify the original layer 2 packet headers as an open issue for further study.

To support this class of legacy SF, if the payload in the SFC encapsulation is layer 3 traffic, the SFC proxy will extract the layer 3 payload from SFC encapsulation and prepend a new layer 2 header before sending the packet to the SF. However if the payload in the SFC encapsulation is layer 2 traffic, the SFC proxy may extract the layer 2 packet from SFC encapsulation, modify the original source MAC address and use the new source MAC address for mapping to the stored SFC and layer 2 headers when the packets are returned to the SFC proxy. This will not impact the SF processing. The SF will send the traffic back after processing.

As shown in Figure 1, there are four steps. The SFC proxy receives a packet (1) from an SFF, and removes its SFC header, which may optionally contain metadata, and store the SFC header locally, and then (2) sends the de-encapsulated packet to the SF. After the SF processes the packet, the packet will be sent back (3) to the SFC proxy. The SFC proxy retrieves the pre-stored SFC header accordingly, determines the SFC header for the next stage of the path and encapsulates the packet with the next SFC header, returning the packet to an SFF (4).
2. Terminology

The terminology used in this document is defined below:

Legacy SF: A conventional service function that does not support SFC header, i.e., SFC-unaware SF.

Transparent SF: A service function that does not change any bit of the layer 2/3/4 packet header sent to it, but it may drop the packet.

Non-transparent SF: A service function that changes some bits of the layer 2/3/4 packet header sent to it.

SFC Proxy: Removes and inserts SFC encapsulation on behalf of an SFC-unaware service function. SFC proxies are logical elements.

3. Mechanisms

The mapping mechanisms between the SFC proxy and the transparent or non-transparent legacy SFs are discussed in this section. The mechanisms used in this document require that each forwarding entity (i.e., SFC proxy) and its connected service functions are in the same layer 2 network. The detailed definitions of SFC proxy and SFC-unaware SFs is discussed in [RFC7665].

3.1. For Transparent Service Functions

3.1.1. VLAN

If the service function is transparent to packet headers, for example, layer-2-transparent SF, then VLAN can be used for mapping between the SFC proxy and SF. It is assumed that the switch between the SFC proxy and SF delivers traffic for all VLANs, or the SFC proxy and SF may be directly connected.

The SFC proxy removes the SFC header and sends the packet to the SF, with encapsulating a certain VLAN ID that can represent the SFC header. The legacy SF is supposed to accept VLAN-tagged packets and send them back on the same VLAN. It is assumed that the SF is able to process Ethernet packets with VLAN tags and also accept a wide range of VLAN tags. The SFC proxy locally maintains the mapping between VLAN ID/direction and the SFC header.

When receiving the returned packet from the SF, the SFC proxy removes the VLAN part from the packet and retrieves the corresponding SFC header according to the VLAN ID and the direction of packet travel, and then encapsulates SFC header into that packet before sending to
3.1.2. VXLAN

If the SFC proxy and SF are already deployed in a nested VLAN network, the VLAN mapping method is not applicable. Then VXLAN [RFC7348] can be used for the mapping, i.e. VNI can be used for the mapping between them. VXLAN is a Layer 2 overlay scheme over a Layer 3 network. It uses MAC Address-in-User Datagram Protocol (MAC-in-UDP) encapsulation. The drawback of this mechanism is that it requires both SFC proxy and SF to support VXLAN.

This approach has similar features and drawbacks of the VLAN scheme, but the number of possible VNIs is larger.

3.1.3. Ethernet MAC Address

The MAC address also can be used to associate an SFC header between the SFC proxy and SF; i.e., each SFC header will be assigned a source MAC address on the SFC proxy. When the SFC proxy receives the returned packet from the SF, it retrieves the packet’s original SFC header by using the source MAC address as a key. And then it encapsulates the packet with that SFC header and sends to the next hop.

An issue with the source-MAC address approach is that there is not symmetry between packets going left-to-right with packets going right-to-left. Such symmetry might be assumed by some legacy SFs. For example, if a layer-2-transparent SF responds to a TCP SYN with a TCP RST, it might do so by reversing the source and destination of the layer 2 header. Such a packet received by the SFC proxy would not result in finding of the correct SFC header. It is assumed that the SF passes the MAC header through without even reversal. A variation that is symmetric assigns a unique source/destination pair for each unique SFC header.

3.1.4. 5-tuple

The 5-tuple of a packet carried within SFC encapsulation can be used by the SFC proxy as a key to associate an SFC header when the 5-tuple is not modified by the legacy SF. The SFC proxy maintains a mapping table for the 5-tuple and the SFC header. When the packet returns from the SF instance, the original SFC header for this packet can be retrieved by inquiring the mapping table using 5-tuple as the key. However, this method may not work in multi-tenant scenario, as such uniqueness could be valid only within the scope of a single tenant.
So if the SFC is provided as a multi-tenant service, this method would fail.

3.2. For Non-transparent Service Functions

Non transparent service functions including NAT (Network Address Translation), WOC (WAN Optimization Controller) and etc., are more complicated, as they may change any part of the original packet sent to them. It is better to analyze case by case, to utilize a specific field that the SF does not change for the mapping and retrieving the SFC header. We would like to leave it for open discussion.

The Figure below shows an example procedure that SFC proxy can learn the behavior of the SF changing the packet. In this example, the following method is used for SFC header mapping. The SF needs to report its mapping rules (e.g., 5-tuple mapping rules) to the control plane (e.g., by static configuration), and then the control plane can notify the SFC proxy the mapping information (step 1) via interface C4 [I-D.ietf-sfc-control-plane]. According to the mapping information, the SFC proxy can establish a mapping table for the SFC header, the original header, and the processed header of the packet. After receiving the packet from the SF (step 4), the SFC proxy retrieves the SFC header from the mapping table by using the processed header as a key.
4. Operation Considerations

4.1. Examplar Mechanisms

The following table gives some examplar methods and the conditions to use.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Stored Key-Value</th>
<th>Application Scenario</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For Trans-</td>
<td>(Direction, VLAN ID, SFC header) e.g., assign a VLAN ID per bidirectional path-pair</td>
<td>L2 header won’t be modified by the SF.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parent SF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VXLAN</td>
<td>(Direction, VNI, SFC header) e.g., assign a VNI per bidirectional path-pair</td>
<td>The SF is required to support VXLAN. VNI is not modified by the SF.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-tuple</td>
<td>(5-tuple, SFC header)</td>
<td>5-tuple is not modified by the SF.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The SFC proxy maintains the mapping table for 5-tuple and the SFC header. Note: an SFC header for each direction of a TCP flow.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Challenges to Support Legacy SF

The key problem contemplated in this document is: what packet header should be put on the packets sent to a legacy SF such that packets returned from the legacy SF can be mapped to the original SFC header. We need to consider the relationship between an SFC path and flows.
within the path. Should the path act as a qualifier to the flow, or should a flow be allowed to change paths? We assume flows can change path; this means that a given legacy SF cannot handle traffic from more than one routing domain. (Private IP addresses cannot be qualified by the SFC header; different VPNs must use different legacy SFs.)

Because we’ve assumed that a flow can be on multiple paths, or change paths, or if metadata can vary during the life of a flow, we need to ask to what extent packet accuracy matters. If the SFC header used with a flow is changed from one path to another by the classifier, does it matter if packets retain exactly the original SFC header? If the change is to handle routing updates or fail-over then it would be acceptable to put all packets returning from the legacy SF onto the most recently updated header. If metadata is changed, can that update be applied to all packets of a flow, or does it apply to a specific packet?

In the case that changes to paths and metadata are considered updates to the flow vs. packet properties, the SFC proxy can find the SFC header based on flow (e.g., the 5-tuple of the returning IP packet). If, in contrast, packet accuracy of SFC headers does matter, (e.g., the metadata says something about the specific packet associated with it), then some form of per-packet bookkeeping must be done by the SFC proxy and the 5-tuple cannot be used for the mapping to retrieve the original SFC header.

When packet accuracy does matter, packets injected by the legacy SF pose a fundamental problem. Is there any correct SFC header that can be added? Observation: the same problem exists for a normal (not legacy) SF that wishes to modify or inject a packet.

Because the SFC proxy needs to keep dynamic state by storing packet headers, an expiration time should be used for each mapping entry in the SFC proxy. If the SFC header in that entry has not been witnessed or retrieved after the expiration time, the entry will be deleted from the entry table.

Observation: if metadata is not used, the number distinct SFC headers is known at configuration time, equivalent to the number of paths configured to pass through the SF. The mappings between SFC headers and layer 2 encodings could be configured at this time vs. at run time. However, if metadata is used, a combinatorial explosion of distinct SFC headers may result, which is a problem for any device attempting to store them for later retrieval.
4.3. Metadata

Some classes of SF may need to inject new packets, for example a transparent cache sending content from its disk. The legacy SF usually encapsulates the new packets with the same encapsulation with the related received packets, e.g. with the same 5-tuple, or V-LAN ID. The SFC proxy would associate the new packet with the corresponding SFC header based on the mechanisms discussed in Section 3. However, per-packet metadata should be prohibited for this case.

Some classes of SF may need to inject a packet in the opposite direction of a received packet, for example a firewall responding to a TCP SYN with a RST. If the RST generator is VLAN-type legacy, it may know what VLAN to use; then the SFC proxy would translate VLAN into a reverse SFP and attach a corresponding SFC header instead of the original SFC header. In this case, the SFC proxy should be configured with the bidirectional SFP, i.e. SFC proxy needs to be designed according to the properties of the SF. Similarly, packet-specific metadata is not recommended to be used.

We leave the metadata model as an open issue that will be documented in other documents. In some cases this information will also assist normal (non-legacy) SFs that wish to modify or inject packets.

5. Security Considerations

When the layer 2 header of the original packet is modified and sent to the SF, if the SF needs to make use of the layer 2 header, it may cause security threats. There may be security issues with state exhaustion on the SFC proxy, e.g., exhausting VLAN IDs, or exhausting 5-tuple state memory.
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